Narrabeen Lakes Public School Behaviour Management Plan

Level 0
Student follows all school rules

Student breaks class or playground rules.

- Minor incident
  - Teacher counsels student
  - Student behaviour improves
  - No action required
  - More serious behaviour
  - Sanction applied by teacher eg. Picking up papers, time out.
  - White behaviour card issued by teacher
  - Parents notified
  - Reflection/sanctions set by stage AP

Level 1
3 yellow cards/6 white cards collected. Sanctions determined by behaviour committee. Off playground 3-5 days. No school excursions, visits or school representation.

Level 2
Serious behaviour or repeated disruptive behaviour. Similar sanctions as Level One plus behaviour contract implemented for two weeks.

Level 3
Serious behaviour or repeated disruptive behaviour. Formal caution issued. Period of in-school suspension is set by Principal

Level 4
Serious incident or continued behaviour deterioration. SUSPENSION.